
9/11 and You
My sister had a 9:00 a.m. appointment at the World Trade
Center.

On September 12.

Since September 11, 2001, I’ve often wondered what might have
happened  had  her  appointment  been  a  day  earlier  or  the
terrorist attacks a day later. I could have been walking the
streets of New York City with her picture.

What were your feelings that tragic day? Shock? Fear? Anger?
Confusion? Sadness? How do you process those feelings now, as
reminders of the attacks come in anniversary commemorations
and media coverage? Nearly two-thirds of American Red Cross
9/11 adult counselees still grieve, according to a study of
those directly affected by the attacks{1}.

“I Hate You!”
In the immediate aftermath, my feelings of sadness blended
with  intense  hostility.  Once  when  Osama  Bin  Laden’s  face
appeared on television, I spontaneously shouted, “I hate you!”

I was and am a follower of Jesus. He taught his followers to
“love your enemies.”{2} Why was I yelling “I hate you!” to a
picture on a TV screen?

I wondered why this guy hated my sister. If Deborah Wright had
been among the victims, her death would have been included
among those he applauded. If I had been a victim, he would
have applauded mine. I wrote a radio series on “Why Radical
Muslims  Hate  You”  to  discover  historical,  socio-cultural,
political, religious, and psychological roots of such anger.
It  helped  me  to  connect  with  Muslims  who  shared  similar
concerns but disavowed the radical methods.
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Dust of Death
Deborah’s experience as a corporate chaplain took her back to
New York to help WTC-based companies and their employees who
suffered loss on 9/11 cope with the emotional and spiritual
whirlwinds  their  worlds  had  become.  Many  suffered  from
survivor guilt. Failure to process grief could lead to serious
consequences. Some firemen, for instance, were assigned to
look after widows of fallen comrades. “There can be enormous
intimacy and bonding in shared grief,” Deborah notes. “Some of
the firemen and widows ended up in bed together.”

Some competitive, driven businesspersons re-examined their rat
race—making  big  bucks  and  accumulating  the  most  toys—and
asked,  “Is  that  all  there  is?”.  Long  looks  at  corporate
culture prompted many to consider spiritual realities.

Part of helping survivors process their experiences involved
taking them to Ground Zero. Deborah comments, “As I stood at
Ground Zero and picked up the dust, I could not help but think
that  we  were  standing  in  a  giant  crematorium.  The  ground
seemed hallowed to me.”

Personal Lessons from 9/11
What personal 9/11 lessons persist? Perhaps you can relate to
these that seem poignant to me:

We live in a contingent universe. Human decisions and actions
have consequences, often for good or evil.

Life is temporary. One early spiritual leader wrote of our
lives’ fleeting nature, “You are just a vapor that appears for
a little while and then vanishes away.”{3}

Link  with  the  eternal.  Jesus  of  Nazareth,  whom  people  of
diverse spiritual persuasions respect as a great teacher, told
a friend grieving her brother’s death, “I am the resurrection
and the life. Those who believe in me, even though they die



like everyone else, will live again. They are given eternal
life for believing in me and will never perish.”{4}

Cherish  your  friends.  In  the  aftermath  of  9/11,  many
friendships were deepened as people linked with each other for
encouragement, solace and support.

Understand and love your enemies and intellectual adversaries.
Support national defense, but learning about state enemies can
help communication with moderates who share some of their
convictions. Getting to know neighbors or associates with whom
you  differ  politically,  philosophically  or  spiritually  can
help build bridges that foster civility in public discourse.

Notes
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Terrorist Attack in London
July 7, 2005

The recent terrorist attack in London once again reminds us
that we are still engaged in a war on terrorism. For some
reason we seem to forget this fundamental fact. The March 2004
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bombing in Madrid was a reminder. The July terrorist attack in
London was another. Yet there is abundant evidence that we
still have not learned some fundamental lessons in our war on
terrorism.

I was on two different talk shows (one as host, one as guest),
and I was struck by the number of times I heard comments about
bringing the terrorists to justice. But let me ask a basic
question: is a terrorist a common criminal?

If  terrorists  are  only  common  criminals,  then  biblically
speaking,  they  should  merely  be  dealt  with  by  their  host
governments. In Romans 13, the Apostle Paul says, “he who
resists authority has opposed the ordinance of God; and they
who have opposed will receive condemnation upon themselves.
For rulers are not a cause of fear for good behavior, but for
evil. Do you want to have no fear of authority? Do what is
good and you will have praise from the same; for it is a
minister of God to you for good. But if you do what is evil,
be afraid; for it does not bear the sword for nothing; for it
is a minister of God, an avenger who brings wrath upon the one
who practices evil.”

Paul’s teaching on government shows that criminals are those
who do evil and threaten the civil peace. Any outside threat
to the existence of the state is not a criminal threat but an
act of war which is also to be dealt with by the government.

In other words, criminals threaten the state from within,
while foreign armies threaten the state from outside. In the
case of seeking domestic peace, Paul outlines how governments
will approve of good works, but that governments should bring
fear to those who are wrongdoers.

When terrorists attack, we should not view them as criminals
but  as  foreign  soldiers  who  attempt  to  threaten  the  very
existence  of  the  American  government  or  the  British
government. To borrow a phrase from President Bush, we should



not try to “bring them to justice,” we should “bring justice
to them.”

Another important lesson we must learn is the need to place
our governments on a war footing. That is, there are certain
steps governments must take if we are to truly win the war on
terrorism. At the outset, we need to develop the mindset that
we are fighting a war with radical Muslim terrorists (often
called Islamofascists). We can’t negotiate with them as some
of the callers to my talk show suggested. They are enemy
combatants willing to die for their perverted religious views.

Governments shouldn’t negotiate with them or bring them to
justice.  Governments  must  fight  a  war  on  terrorism.  This
requires governments to press their advantages over terrorists
in terms of military hardware, intelligence gathering, and
technological  applications.  It  also  demands  that  our
governmental leaders think clearly about what terrorism is and
how  it  is  being  advanced  by  Muslim  terrorists  around  the
world.

The terrorist attack in London (as well as the bombing in
Madrid) also reminds us of the role each of us can play in
stopping terrorism. Each involved citizens multiplies the eyes
and ears of the government. These attacks were not high tech
attacks using nuclear, chemical, or biological weapons. They
used bombs and timers. An alert citizen might have discovered
these bombs before they went off.

To  prevent  future  attacks,  we  must  pay  attention  to  our
surroundings and those around us. That doesn’t mean we need to
be paranoid of everything and suspicious of everyone. But it
does mean that we need to be alert.

One terrorist expert I interviewed said that a successful
terrorist attack occurs when all the pieces of the puzzle come
together.  Terrorism  is  like  a  jigsaw  puzzle  with  lots  of
pieces that all must be present for success. This includes



funding,  organizers,  explosives,  location,  a  plan  of
operation, research, a dry run, trusted people, etc. Alert
citizens  who  report  suspicious  activity  can  help  law
enforcement  thwart  the  plans  of  terrorists.

Countering terrorism in the 21st century will not be easy, but
understanding, resolve, and alertness are key ingredients in
our success. This is our generation’s challenge. We need to
meet it with wisdom and boldness.
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Why Radical Muslims Hate You
(Short op-ed piece)
If you are a Westerner, an American, a non-Muslim, or a Muslim
of a different stripe than they, then some radical Muslims
hate you.

Why? The complex answer involves history, culture, politics,
religion  and  psychology.  Of  course,  many–some  would  say
most–Muslims are peace loving and deplore terrorism. Islam is
quite diverse. Extremist Muslims do not represent all Muslims
any more than white supremacists represent all Christians. Not
all  “radical”  Muslims  are  violent  or  hateful.  But
understanding  extremist  Muslim  hatred  is  essential  to
interpreting  our  post-9/11  world.

Osama Bin Ladin calls on Muslims to “obey God’s command to
kill  the  Americans  and  plunder  their  possessions…to  kill
Americans and their allies, both civil and military….” He and
his  sympathizers  want  to  eliminate  Western  influence  and
restore their version of Islam to the world.
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Would you believe that dancing in American churches helped
fuel some radical Muslim anger today? Princeton Near East
scholar Bernard Lewis illustrates.

In 1948, Sayyid Qutb visited the United States for Egypt’s
Ministry of Education. His stay left him shocked with what he
perceived as moral degeneracy and sexual promiscuity.

He  wrote  that  even  American  religion  was  tainted  by
materialism and consumerism. Churches marketed their services
to the public like merchants and entertainers. Success, big
numbers, “fun” and having “a good time” seemed crucial to
American churches.

He  especially  deplored  clergy-sanctioned  dances  at  church
recreation halls. When the ministers lowered the lights, the
dances  became  hot.  Qutb’s  PG  description:  “The  dance  is
inflamed by the notes of the gramophone…the dance-hall becomes
a  whirl  of  heels  and  thighs,  arms  enfold  hips,  lips  and
breasts meet, and the air is full of lust.” He cited the
famous  Kinsey  Reports  as  evidence  of  American  sexual
debauchery.

Qutb,  who  was  dark  skinned,  also  experienced  racism  in
America.  Back  in  Egypt,  Qutb  joined  the  Muslim  Brothers
organization. Imprisonment and torture made his writings more
militant. Qutb became what Georgetown University religion and
international  affairs  professor  John  Esposito  calls  “the
architect of radical Islam.”

Some  Muslim  Brotherhood  groups,  offshoots,  and  alumni  are
mainstream and nonviolent. Others have a violent legacy. A
militant  offshoot,  Islamic  Jihad,  assassinated  Egyptian
president Anwar Sadat. Esposito notes that Abdullah Azzam, a
radicalized  former  Muslim  Brother,  significantly  influenced
Osama bin Ladin. Former CIA Middle East case officer Robert
Baer observes that a Kuwaiti Muslim Brother, Khalid Sheikh
Muhammad, became a bin Ladin terror chief.



Princeton’s Lewis notes that Sayyid Qutb’s denunciation of
American  moral  character  became  incorporated  into  radical
Islamic  ideology.  For  instance,  he  says  Iran’s  Ayatollah
Khomeini, in calling the U.S. the “Great Satan,” was being
consistent  with  the  Koranic  depiction  of  Satan  not  as  an
“imperialist” or “exploiter” but as a seducer, “the insidious
tempter who whispers in the hearts of men.”

The founder of the faith I follow, Jesus of Nazareth, told
people to “Love your enemies and pray for those who persecute
you.” It is not emotionally easy for me to love Osama bin
Ladin or to pray for him. I have to ask God for strength for
that.

Certainly bin Ladin’s hatred of me and my compatriots–flawed
though we may be–does not justify his campaign of terror. His
campaign rightly prompts national vigilance, a proverbial cost
of freedom. But as we keep the powder dry, might it also be
appropriate  to  individually  reflect  on  the  character  that
seems so offensive to him and his colleagues?
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Terrorism in America
Many are calling it one of the bloodiest days in American
history.  And  now  we  face  the  prospect  that  terrorism  has
become a part of modern life. Crashing planes into buildings,
hijackings,  bombings,  and  assassinations  on  different
continents of the world may seem like isolated attacks, but
they reflect an easy reliance on violence as a way to promote
social, political, and religious change. They are elements of
a  pervasive  “end  justifies  the  means”  philosophy  being
followed to its most perverse conclusions.
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Terrorism has become the scourge of democratic governments.
According to Rand Corporation expert Brian Jenkins, nearly a
third of all terrorists attacks involve Americans. Democratic
governments, accustomed to dealing within a legal structure,
often find it difficult to deal with criminals and terrorists
who routinely operate outside of the law. Yet deterrence is
just as much a part of justice as proper enforcement of the
laws.

Democratic governments which do not deter criminals inevitably
spawn vigilantism as normally law-abiding citizens, who have
lost confidence in the criminal justice system, take the law
into  their  own  hands.  A  similar  backlash  is  beginning  to
emerge as a result of the inability of Western democracies to
defend themselves against terrorists.

But lack of governmental resolve is only part of the problem.
Terrorists thrive on media exposure, and news organizations
around the world have been all too willing to give terrorists
what they crave: publicity. If the news media gave terrorists
the minuscule coverage their numbers and influence demanded,
terrorism would decline. But when hijackings and bombings are
given  prominent  media  attention,  governments  start  feeling
pressure  from  their  citizens  to  resolve  the  crisis  and
eventually capitulate to terrorists’ demands. Encouraged by
their  latest  success,  terrorists  usually  try  again.
Appeasement,  Churchill  wisely  noted,  always  whets  the
appetite, and recent successes have made terrorists hungry for
more attacks.

Some news commentators have been unwilling to call terrorism
what  it  is:  wanton,  criminal  violence.  They  blunt  the
barbarism by arguing that “one man’s terrorist is another
man’s  freedom  fighter.”  But  this  simply  is  not  true.
Terrorists are not concerned about human rights and human
dignity. In fact, they end up destroying human rights in their
alleged fight for human rights.



Terrorism has been called the “new warfare.” But terrorists
turn the notion of war on its head. Innocent non-combatants
become  the  target  of  terrorist  attacks.  Terrorist  warfare
holds innocent people hostage and makes soldier and civilian
alike potential targets for their aggression.

Terrorist  groups  are  not  living  in  fear  of  their  host
governments. Instead, law-abiding citizens live in fear of
terrorist  groups.  In  one  TV  interview  a  Middle  Eastern
terrorist was quoted as saying, “We want the people of the
United States to feel the terror.”

The ability of these groups to carry out their agenda is not
the  issue.  The  fundamental  issue  is  how  U.S.  government
leaders should deal with this new type of military strategy.
Terrorists have held American diplomats hostage for years,
blown up military compounds, and hijacked airplanes and cruise
ships. Although some hostages have been released, many others
have  been  killed  and  the  U.S.  has  been  unsuccessful  at
punishing more than a small number of terrorists.

Although international diplomacy has been the primary means
used  by  the  United  States  against  terrorism,  we  should
consider what other means may also be appropriate. In the
past, American leaders have responded to military aggression
in a variety of ways short of declaring war.

Military strategy must be deployed which can hunt down small
groups of well-armed and well-funded men who hide within the
territory of a host country. We must also develop a political
strategy that will allow us to work within a host country. We
must make it clear how serious the United States takes a
terrorist  threat.  American  citizens  are  tired  of  being
military targets in an undeclared war.

Through diplomatic channels we must make two things very clear
to the host country. First, they should catch and punish the
terrorist groups themselves as civilian criminals. Or, second,



they should extradite the enemy soldiers and give them up to
an international court for trial.

If the host country fails to act on these two requests, we
should make it clear that we see them in complicity with the
terrorist  groups.  But  failing  to  exercise  their  civil
responsibility, they leave themselves open to the consequences
of allowing hostile military forces within their borders.

In some cases, an American strike force of counterterrorists
might be necessary when the threat is both real and imminent.
This should be the option of last resort, but in certain
instances it may be necessary. In 1989, for example, Israeli
special forces captured Sheik Obeid and no doubt crippled the
terrorist network by bringing one of their leaders to justice.
Such acts should be done rarely and carefully, but they may be
appropriate means to bring about justice.

In conclusion, I believe we must recognize terrorism as a new
type  of  military  aggression  which  requires  governmental
action. We are involved in an undeclared war and Congress and
the President must take the same sorts of actions they would
if threatened by a hostile country. We must work to deter
further terrorist aggression.
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